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Excerpt from Old AggieOld Aggie.So
heres to Old Aggie! Come lads fill the
glassAnd drain to its dregs the old
stein.Come, light the long pipes; draw your
chairs closer upWhile the curling flames
lick up the pine.So heres a cool glass for
that site mid the hillsAnd the meadows so
broad and so green;And heres to old
Warner and Holyoke and Tom,With
Connecticut flowing between.And here is
another for days that are pastWith memries
that never will fade,When our young love
was strong as the wintery wind,And each
was a lusty young blade.Its needless for me
to recall every spotThat pictures itself in
the smoke,The placid old pond and the
bubbling brook,The elm and the
widespreading oak.Each feature is linked to
the thread of your life,Close woven; - the
woof of your fate;And new that you calmly
look back on your pastYou realize your
fortune too late.Look well to your smoke
that is curling about,Amid its gray wreaths
you will findA memory tender and
gracious and softOf a dear face now left far
behind;Some thread, that is slender and
leads you alongThrough the pine-covered
lane by the hill,And brings back the
thought of a sweet yesterdayThat sweeps
from your heart its cold chill.Youre old, I
admit, but so are we all,Still Aggie is ever
as young,As when you were there in your
gay cap and gown,And her praises so
blithely you sung.So heres to Old Aggie!
Now once again, boys,A bumper! A toast,
if you will!Lets drink to the health,
prosperity and wealthOf that vine-covered
spot
on
the
hill,About
the
PublisherForgotten
Books
publishes
hundreds of thousands of rare and classic
books.
Find
more
at
www.forgottenbooks.comThis book is a
reproduction of an important historical
work. Forgotten Books uses state-of-the-art
technology to digitally reconstruct the
work, preserving the original format whilst
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copy. In rare cases, an imperfection in the
original, such as a blemish or missing page,
may be replicated in our edition. We do,
however, repair the vast majority of
imperfections
successfully;
any
imperfections that remain are intentionally
left to preserve the state of such historical
works.
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